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Chanko Ita Fukai 

How about trying a 
"Chanko Nabe"?
 It's a popular 
sumo wrestler’s hot pot dish. 

Let's eat "Chanko Nabe" 
at that restaurant tonight!

A sumo wrestlers' dish?
 I want to try it!

Good evening!

Coming!

How may 
I help you?

Oh, my! 
He seems friendly!

Is this your first 
Chanko Nabe?

Yes!



There are more flavors
 than just soy sauce.

I'm curious about 
the curry soup.

Chanko Nabe can be served separately from 2 people or more. 
A group of 4 people can eat 2 kinds and compare them!

Here are today's dishes!

Wow, that's a lot.
The sashimi looks 
fresh and delicious!

Hmm? What is this dish?

Those are 
deep-fried chicken wings 
called “Tebasaki.” 

4 Chanko Soup Flavors4 Chanko Soup Flavors
・ Soy Sauce (Chicken meat balls)  ・Salt (Pork)）
・ Soy Sauce (Chicken meat balls)  ・Salt (Pork)

The ¥5,500 combo meal of 
the daily special and
Chanko Nabe is popular!

Okay, 
We'll have that!

There are many 
alcoholic drinks too.

BeveragesToday's Course 4 Dishes and Desserts Change Daily.

Whitebait 

w/salmon roe

Assorted

Sashimi

I ordered 
Curry Chanko 
today!

Crab Claw Tebasaki

Dessert Bottled Beer

Sake

Shochu

Bottled Wine

Soft Drinks

￥700

￥800

￥600

￥2400

￥200



Thank you for waiting. Please start eating  
from the cooked ingredients!

The deep-fried tofu
tastes so good. 

Oh, it was delicious.

In sumo, you lose
when you touch the ground 
with your hands, 

so chicken wings 
that don't touch the ground 
are said to be good luck food!

Chanko Nabe has
a lot of ingredients!

I ate it up so fast.

I wanted to eat a little more.

Then, would you
like a "Shime"?

What's
a "Shime"?

It smells good!

The soup is so delicious
that I can eat a lot of 
meat and vegetables.

A win is marked 
with a "white dot," so the wings 
are sprinkled with white sesame seeds.

Don't mind the sesame seeds 
sticking around your mouth. 
Eat the wing with your hands.

Sesame seeds

sticking around 

the mouth means

 you're lucky.



Restarurant Information 
Chanko Ita Fukai 

When we're done eating, 
we use the remaining 
soup to eat rice or udon.

I personally recommend adding
rice to curry Chanko!

The thick rice
porridge is delicious! It looks like risotto.

We also have 
dessert!

Oh, that was delicious!

Thank you so much!

QR code

We will give a sumo ranking list 
to customers who come in odd months!

・Rice,/rice cake
・udon 
・ramen It's also good 

with Parmesan cheese!

〆(Shime)

I'm happy that I ate 
to my heart's content

It was so delicious! 
I'm glad this will 
be a fond memory!

Reservation:  Tel: 03-3846-0202 (Japanese only) or at the cashier
A6 exit
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Minoyaregular holiday

tobacco

toilet

business hours

Japanese style toilet on the 1st floor
Western style on the 2nd floor

※If you wish for a non-smoking table, 
　we have private rooms on the 2nd floor.

18：00～ 23：00
Sundays and holidays (negotiable
Smoking all seats


